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Walls are built and then fall, borders are fortifi ed and then shift, bound-
aries are demarcated and then transgressed. And then they are con-

structed all over again. As (post)moderns living in an age of globalization, we 
weary of our seemingly old-fashioned political and market-oriented boundar-
ies: walls and fences are a nuisance to build and maintain, they invite vandalism 
and intrusion (rather than guarantee privacy or protection), and public surveys 
often reveal disapproval of national boundaries for moral, aesthetic, and eco-
nomic reasons.1 Indeed, recently erected walls and borders intended to sever 
communities or fortify political and economic boundaries between neighbor-
ing countries rarely solve the underlying political problems; more often they 
result in increased criminal activity, violence, and alienation.2

Th e contradictory yet simultaneous functions of walls, borders, and bound-
aries—to divide and connect, to exclude and include, to shield and constrain—
are fundamental to all cultures. Expressed in primitive man’s fi rst utterance, 
“this is mine” (ceci est à moi) is, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau perceived, an innately 
territorial and tragic instinct.3 While mutable borders are a sign of life, closed 
borders signify ethnic or political division and often literally cause death. Dur-
ing World War I, for example, the trenches of the Allied Western Front be-
came a fi xed and deadly no man’s land for years, an absurd “system in depth” of 
paralyzed off ense, defense, and supply.4 Even in peacetime, borders have often 
been perceived as dead zones, as peripheral regions separated from the nation’s 
“core”—its wealth, its power, and the independence of its capital city. When 
the wall, border, or boundary is closed or remote, these zones usually function 
as conquered, relatively empty second-class areas.5 Th is was certainly true of 
the western edge of the Iron Curtain: where capitalism ran right up against 
communism, it was more diffi  cult to make either work. Hardened lines of de-
marcation also undercut border peoples’ ability to coexist. Our territorializing 
tendencies off er a sense of stability by marking off  a space through which to 
establish relational systems of identity, yet even as territoriality diff erentiates 
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Self from Other, it paradoxically provokes us to look across, through, or even 
over those very boundaries. As G. W. F. Hegel made clear in his Elements of the 
Philosophy of Right (1821), our identities are founded on boundary-based dif-
ferentiation and co-constitutive social relations, a metaphor he extended from 
individuals to nations, which are, he states, at times necessarily engaged against 
one another. Spaces and social structures thus are constantly forged, just as 
they are negotiated and challenged.6

Walls, borders, and boundaries—their function as a crucial asset in indi-
vidual and nation-based identity formation notwithstanding—also are traced 
far beyond and deeply within the obvious edges of nation-states. We have in-
creasingly seen over the last century that internal borders dividing countries 
against themselves, no matter how artifi cial, only cement social diff erences on 
each side the longer they remain in place. When walls, borders, and boundar-
ies become completely sealed off , they cause hardened social “edges” to emerge: 
groups essentially split in two and diff erent communities develop on each side.7 
Two Germanys evolved during the Cold War, when the world itself became 
defi ned by reifi ed borders between the superpowers of communism and capi-
talism, Eastern Bloc and Western Bloc. Th is can also be witnessed in the dan-
gerous, half-century-old division on the thirty-eighth parallel between North 
and South Korea, a line more closed than the Iron Curtain ever was. Only in 
the late 1980s did the geopolitical map of Soviet-controlled Eastern Europe 
become increasingly destabilized, its substance changing in tandem with the 
evolving (and, as it turned out, imploding) pressures of the Cold War. Th at 
map’s most famous edge, the Berlin Wall, fi nally gave way, and the East Ger-
mans’  “Peaceful Revolution” ended on 9 November 1989 without bloodshed.

In the globalized fi nal decade of the twentieth century, many were optimistic 
that the Internet and other innovative communications technologies would of-
fer opportunities to create new forms of democratic and transnational public 
spaces—in short, that we might start to move beyond the physical restrictions 
of borders and bodies to enjoy global, universal access to events, networks, so-
cial groups, and other resources. But instead of heralding a new boundary-free 
era, more than twenty years after the demise of Berlin’s Wall we confront the 
harsh realities of the Israeli-Palestinian and US-Mexico barriers that divide 
worlds and generate confl ict and violence, walls that some scholars interpret 
as symbolic responses to our post-Westphalian age of waning sovereignty.8 
Moreover, if 1989 reminded us that walls fall and iron curtains open, then 
earthquakes, acid rain, ozone holes, radioactive emissions, water wars, marine 
oil spills, tsunamis, and global warming have already demonstrated the futil-
ity of modernist techno-rational attempts to contain “our environment” within 
abstract, linear political boundaries. 

New strategies of surveillance and intelligence data collection, including ar-
tifi cial drones, geographic information systems (GIS), geospatial positioning 
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systems (GPS), biodata-based border security checks, and proposed virtual 
fences (networks of cameras, sensors, and radar) run through and alongside 
more traditional forms of monitoring, such as barbed wire, fences, walls, mili-
tary and police obstacles, fi lters, depth barriers, extraterritorial legal spaces, and 
zoning, as well as the increasing use of paramilitary privatized troops.9 Far from 
ushering in a new age of connections without walls, borders, and boundaries, 
these promising technological developments seem only to intensify diff erences 
and hostilities between states and peoples through spatially reductive imagi-
naries. As the refortifi cation of border technologies and policing in the wake 
of 11 September 2001 have made only too clear, “the extraordinary power and 
performative force of colonial modernity” remain very much part of our pres-
ent-day experience.10

Nonetheless, geopolitical and geo-economic state strategies are far from 
coherent or unidirectional in intent, execution, or eff ects and should be con-
sidered “a fi eld or network of policy designs whose exercise over space is far 
from orderly.”11 Meanwhile, local groups use the borderless technologies of the 
Internet to advance their own tactics of survival and protest, including virtual 
sit-ins inspired by the Zapatista movement, mass protests such as those in the 
Middle East catalyzed by micro-blogging with SMS-texting and tweets, Inter-
net resource libraries, and YouTube video postings documenting state repres-
sion. Ricardo Dominguez, with colleagues Brett Stabaum, Micha Cárdenas, 
and Amy Sara Carroll of the Electronic Disturbance Th eater/b.a.n.g. lab (an 
artist-based research group located at the University of California, San Diego 
and the University of Michigan), for example, recently developed the Trans-
border Immigrant Tool (TBT), a humanitarian safety-net device housed in 
GPS-enabled cellphones and intended to help individuals navigate to water 
caches on the US side of the border.12 Th e artists hope to reduce the death toll 
of immigrants crossing from Mexico into the US, which they describe as a “hu-
manitarian crisis,” by distributing the TBT to churches and nongovernment 
organizations. Th e project received a great deal of media attention in Decem-
ber 2009 and was both praised by the international community and accused of 
criminal activity within the US. 

Even the very materiality of walls and barriers can be refashioned to achieve 
unexpected cultural and political practices. In the Irish Nationalist area of West 
Belfast, peace line barriers, which have grown in size and number in recent 
years to separate Protestant and Catholic areas of the city, were used to physi-
cally frame a local festival. In direct response to the local media’s designation 
of the area as a “terrorist community,” residents, feeling this portrayal was far 
more restrictive than the physical walls that cordoned them off , organized to 
celebrate their community’s creativity, energy, and passion for the arts. Begin-
ning in 1998, Féile an Phobail, known locally as “the people’s festival,” has now 
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become one of the largest community festivals in Europe, providing a new form 
of political expression and community-driven postwar reconciliation.13

Creative uses of new globalizing technologies, then, cannot overcome walls, 
borders, and boundaries, but they can certainly subvert and rechannel their 
materialities and functions. Despite humankind’s perennial attempts to bar-
ricade, separate, and defi ne, the work of activists and artists shows that barrier 
lines are neither merely passive stages upon which tales of human greed unfold 
through history, nor simply abstract containers that those in power mark off , 
map out, or fi ll with meaning.

Spatial and Cultural Practices

Michel de Certeau’s concepts of strategy and tactic off er a useful way to under-
stand how such spatial and cultural practices and productions of power accom-
pany the making and remaking of walls, borders, and boundaries. He defi nes 
a strategy as the creation of an “exterior” space, defi ned by threats and enemies, 
to delineate one’s “own” territory and locus of power vis-à-vis the “Other.” De 
Certeau describes three eff ects of strategies made commonplace since René 
Descartes fi rst mapped the cogito in bodily and perspectival terms: marking 
the triumph of space over time, mastering places through vision and a system 
of surveillance, and transforming the “uncertainties of history into readable 
spaces.” Spatial strategies are inherently relational, even as those strategies pro-
duce spaces that appear to be concrete, readable, and absolute:  “A Cartesian at-
titude, if you wish: it is an eff ort to delimit one’s own place in a world bewitched 
by the invisible powers of the Other. It is also the typical attitude of modern 
science, politics, and military strategy.”14 Th e “attitude” de Certeau refers to here 
is associated with modern scopic regimes, whereby the godlike, disembodied, 
and disciplining bird’s-eye “view from nowhere”—be it of the scientist, sur-
veyor, explorer, planner, or political authority—seemingly renders space (and 
the peoples, relations, and networks coursing through and constitutive of those 
spaces) transparent.15 Th e spatial strategy of drawing lines therefore is not only 
a political process that delineates internal/external spaces of Self/Other: strat-
egies also naturalize territorial practices, the disciplining of subjects, and the 
separation of space-times. As de Certeau concludes, once a locus of power is 
established, strategies expand and build upon theoretical and representational 
sites, including “systems and totalizing discourses” that articulate “an ensemble 
of physical places in which forces are distributed.”16

Just as the authors in our volume acknowledge the ways that territorial bor-
der thinking and strategies of surveillance remain structured by traditional po-
litical and Cartesian imaginaries, they also pay attention to spatial and cultural 
practices that navigate architectures of division and exclusion beyond apparent 
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intransigencies. We refer to de Certeau’s discussion of tactics as an alternative 
to hegemonic Western forms of territorial space, even though it is but an “art 
of the weak”:

Th e space of a tactic is the space of the other. Th us it must play on and with a ter-
rain imposed on it and organized by the law of a foreign power. It does not have 
the means to keep to itself, at a distance, in a position of withdrawal, foresight, 
and self-collection: it is a maneuver “within the enemy’s fi eld of vision,” as von 
Bülow put it, and within enemy territory.… It must vigilantly make use of the 
cracks that particular conjunctions open in the surveillance of the proprietary 
powers. It poaches in them. It creates surprises in them. It can be where it is least 
expected. It is a guileful ruse.17

Following this “guileful ruse,” then, the following chapters reveal that walls, 
borders, and boundaries are far from fi xed, static entities; barrier sites and 
barrier processes do not solely off er tales of domination and separation. Th ey 
are much more than just histories of surveiller et punir (control and punish); 
rather, they off er narratives of Foucauldian “anti-discipline” as well as possibili-
ties of identity formation.18 Walls, borders, and boundaries are dynamic spaces 
of inhabitation that exceed those of the nation-state; they off er possibilities 
of survival and adaptation and the hope of self-transformation. Th ey may be 
also understood as activist markers that encourage people to assume “political 
responsibility for pursuit of a decent life” extending “beyond the borders” of 
individual countries.19

Th e work of Henri Lefebvre, a defi ning infl uence on de Certeau, is also help-
ful in establishing how walls, borders, and boundaries inform spatial and cul-
tural practices.20 In Th e Production of Space, Lefebvre analyzed how modern 
spaces are conceived, enacted, and made. He introduced a historical analysis of 
modern space according to three interrelated concepts: representations of space, 
spaces of representation, and spatial practice.21 Th is intersecting “trialectical” ap-
proach (to borrow a term from Edward W. Soja) means that there is always a 
tension between these three components of space, whereby each aff ects and is 
shaped by the other two.22 While space must be always understood according to 
all of these aspects simultaneously, distinguishing between them is nonetheless 
a crucial analytical device for examining complex intersections of space-time.

Representations of space are those dominant knowledge systems in a soci-
ety produced by modern professionals who conceptualize, depict, and implic-
itly evaluate space. Th ese strategic representations are produced (in a Marxian 
sense) by managers and professionals who work in bureaucratic institutions and 
have a distanced, “expert,” but often non-experiential understanding of space as 
absolute, bounded, and measurable; they also often promote the interests of 
capital. Planners, engineers, architects, surveyors, policy makers, and state offi  -
cials not only have the power to conceive of and represent space through maps, 
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fl ow charts, or information systems, but they also use those representations to 
legitimate their understanding of the world (sometimes projecting these spatial 
concepts onto the “reality” of others). Gerard Toal uses the term “geo-power” 
to discuss the representational practices and discourses used by these power 
elites to assert claims to “truth” about how political space is ordered and ad-
ministered.23 Furthermore, these dominant representations of space have other 
material eff ects; standing for reality, they are used to make and remake built 
and natural environments.

Consider the Berlin Wall.24 Once it was erected in 1961, it was not just a 
real physical object but a metaphor for the Cold War’s division of the world’s 
two major geopolitical systems, generating symbolic confrontations and grand 
narratives of systemic struggle on both sides. Yet it was a system that demanded 
ideological mirroring. For someone unfamiliar with the topography or history 
of the city, it was not immediately clear from a bird’s-eye view which side was 
fortifi ed against the other, in which direction the wall was actually “facing,” 
and against whom it was aligned. In an abstract sense, the Other (whether the 
West’s Cold War Other or the East’s, depending on one’s situational perspec-
tive) became a necessary condition for the common line of separation. Without 
the Other there is no sense of identity and no concept of home (Heimat).

One reason, then, for the sheer power and continued aura of walls, borders, 
and boundaries has much to do with their ability to signify and symbolize on 
a scale far greater than their literal ability to separate, defend, or guard. Th e 
human need to draw lines has a more benign import and functions as a cul-
tural practice in its own right, for example, in designing and constructing the 
physical walls of a house. Lefebvre was particularly interested in distinctions 
between and overlays of dominant representations of space and their lived 
counterparts. For this reason he introduced the concept of spaces of represen-
tation to refer to the intimate knowledge that individuals have of the spaces 
they move through, inhabit, and make. Spaces of representation “tend towards 
more or less coherent systems of non-verbal symbols and signs” and include 
psychological attachments and memories, as well as the physical qualities of a 
social space. For Lefebvre the space of representation is “directly lived through 
its associated images and symbols, and hence [it is] the space of ‘inhabitants’ 
and ‘users’.… Th is is the dominated—and hence passively experienced—space 
which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate.”25

Lefebvre’s category of everyday spatial practice is associated with a given 
area or locale. Spatial practice is evaluated according to place, individual per-
formance, and individual and collective relationships to that social space—all 
of which interact in complex ways. Th us any number of identities imploded 
along with the Wall when it “fell” in November 1989. Sociologically the loss 
of the Wall resulted in multiple instances of German-German alienation. As 
German author Peter Schneider predicted, when the physical Wall fell, a “wall 
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in the head” would replace it. Remember the joke in the mid 1990s? “So this 
East German says to a West German: We are one people! And the West Ger-
man answers: So are we!” (“Sagt ein Ossi zu einem Wessi: wir sind ein Volk! 
Antwortet der Wessi: wir auch!”) Despite this potential for disequilibrium and 
change, spatial practice ensures for Lefebvre at least some degree of social co-
hesion and continuity, a cohesion that “implies a guaranteed level of competence 
and a specifi c level of performance.”26 Useful in this regard are Paul Ricoeur’s re-
fl ections on the signifi cance of how we interact with the “constructed space” of 
cities.27 As urban dwellers we bring together the subjective spatial experiences 
of our bodies and the detached confi gurations of geometric space. Our ability 
to localize our environment grants us the gift of creating a recognizable sense of 
place out of space.28 Individuals growing up in various social settings learn how 
to “read” a landscape (which includes bodies and social cues) and intuitively 
know what activities are appropriate and expected in a locale. Such mutations 
in cultural practice are both diachronic and synchronic: even if one is the same 
person, being an East German during the German Democratic Republic is not 
the same as being an Eastern German in today’s reunifi ed Germany, just as 
being Jewish in New York is not the same as being Jewish in Berlin, and being 
Mexican in El Paso is not the same as being Mexican in Ciudad Juárez.

De Certeau’s tactics thus are similar to Lefebvrean spatial practice insofar 
as both include transgressions that challenge dominant norms about appro-
priate ways to act, dress, or move in a social and political space, and thus may 
create new spatial imaginaries for the future. As Lefebvre makes clear, “[t]he 
body, at the very heart of space and of the discourse of Power, is irreducible 
and subversive.”29 Such spatial practices are even at work against what is often 
referred to as today’s iconographic Berlin Wall: namely, the Israeli security bar-
rier. On 9 November 2009, a group of Palestinian activists in Qalandiya staged 
a symbolic felling of a section of the West Bank wall that encircles them in 
direct reference to the liberation of the East Germans that night twenty years 
earlier. First charted out in 2000 along the former boundary of the Green Line 
to protect Israelis against Palestinian terrorist attacks, the barrier is becoming 
a fortifi cation of spatial segregation and apartheid. It encompasses Palestin-
ian communities in an insanely complex, circuitous route in the West Bank. 
Eventually it will wrap itself around all Palestinian areas in the occupied ter-
ritories, surrounding them “lest they expand” and making the Palestinians into 
demoted outsiders who live in “landlocked” archipelagos within the state—as 
walled in and controlled, ironically, as the fi rst ghettoized Jews of Renaissance 
Venice once were.30 

Although Palestinians avoid using the term white intifada, nonviolent, mul-
tilateral protest actions against Israel have not received the same mainstream 
media attention as Palestinian suicide bombers, Israeli military incursions, or 
Hamas’s stealth bombings, yet they off er alternative strategies of survival. Ac-
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tivist Ayed Morrar, together with local residents, Hamas and Fatah members, 
Israeli activists, and other international activists, prevented the path of the Is-
raeli security fence from running through the center of his home village Budrus, 
sparing 95 percent of the village’s olive trees and arable farmland and prevent-
ing the village’s local cemetery from being defaced. Stories such as these—of 
nonviolent protest actions by Israelis and Palestinians working together and 
told through documentary fi lms shown in international circuits and through 
an Internet network and resource library—are an important part of the work 
pursued by the activist nonprofi t organization Just Vision.31

Sometimes a border-crossing act of transgression can counteract the nega-
tive imagery of, say, the fence/wall being built along the US-Mexico border. A 
Tijuana house in which a drug-smuggling border tunnel had been uncovered 
became the site of a poetry event in 2007 where Mexican and American poets 
literally read their work across the border with the help of bullhorns. As the 
mayor of Tijuana insisted: “We’re connected, border or no border.”32 Further, 
the performance collective Border Art Workshop/Taller de Arte Fronterizo, 
based in San Diego, California, conducted a month-long journey in 1990 along 
the border in a zigzag fashion during which artists, residents, migrant workers, 
border patrol offi  cers, the Pacifi c Ocean, deserts, and the border itself formed 
a variety of “staples” as crossing points “to heal the wound of the border,” a ter-
rain considered to be both a “great tragedy and a place where social upheaval 
also produces the possibility of constructive transformation of both Mexican 
and American cultures.”33 Such spatial practices as cultural practices can be 
thought of as mappings that, to borrow from Derek Gregory, are “not of repli-
cation, refl ection, or reproduction—the usual codings—but of interference, in 
which boundaries [whether in the personal body or in the body politic] take 
provisional, never fi xed, never fi nished shape and in which all sorts of fusions 
become possible.”34

Despite debates resulting from Arizona’s Senate Bill 1070 (a controversial, 
stringent anti-immigration law), the ability of the US-Mexican borderlands 
to counteract the US border fence aligns this barrier with the fate of the Iron 
Curtain and also points to a possible future end to the Israeli security infra-
structure of barriers, roads, and settlement occupation. We know that during 
the last fi fteen years, over 5,000 border crossers have died at la linea (what 
Lefebvre would call a representation of space). Nonetheless, people are forging 
cultural and infrastructural connections in la frontera (what Lefebvre would 
term a lived space of representation that includes creative spatial practice).35 La 
frontera refers to “on-the-ground” micro-geographies of the ten million inhabit-
ants whose daily cultural and economic interactions confi rm productive border 
fusions and frictions in the two thousand-mile zone. A borderland should ide-
ally demonstrate interaction between both sides of the permeable line, which 
in the case of Mexico and the US makes social and economic sense. Fortress 
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America may not like it, but transboundary, collective identities emerging from 
what would otherwise remain harsh asymmetries have changed the hegemonic 
identity of American urban life.36 

Recognizing this, historian Oscar J. Martínez has advocated the “border 
integration” of a regionally cohesive, ethnically mixed society on each side of 
the line, one in which models of “coexistent,” “interdependent,” and ultimately 
“integrated” borderlands would replace the earlier closed, “alienated” stage of 
national boundaries.37 Signifi cantly, this permeability should be understood as 
functioning through time as well as through space, an indication that this bor-
der in particular is now reaching an end phase and moving beyond the histori-
cal weight of colonialism that it has traditionally borne, including that of the 
American frontier.38 In other words, when walls, borders, and boundaries are 
understood as spaces of representation and spatial practices as well as domi-
nant representations of space, we are asked to pay scholarly attention to the 
polysemous possibilities of multicultural zones and to consider how our own 
analyses may have contributed to border thinking according to the historically 
inevitable, politically closed, or culturally immutable.39

European Case Studies

Th e contributors to this volume—engaging the spatial and cultural practices 
of walls, borders, and boundaries that we have outlined above—present case 
studies from the social sciences and humanities that draw upon a range of 
places, states, and regions in Europe. Th ey employ multiple disciplinary, theo-
retical, and scalar approaches to (re)reading walls, borders, and boundaries ac-
cording to their spatial strategies, physical presences, racial impacts, symbolic 
functions, or geopolitical eff ects. Moreover, the range of concepts and topics 
raised within and across the volume’s three overlapping sections—City Walls, 
Border Zones, and Migrating Boundaries—will challenge those interested in 
border studies from various perspectives. At least one essay in each section fo-
cuses on the city of Berlin as an enduring touchstone for considering European 
social borders or for addressing topics of ongoing relevance, such as memory 
and commemoration (chapters 2, 3, 6, and 10). At the same time, each section 
off ers fresh perspectives beyond Berlin on the fortifi cation of European cities 
in France, Ireland, Italy, Spain, and Cyprus (chapters 1, 4, and 11), as well as 
on the porosity of Europe’s boundaries at the shifting borderlands of what we 
used to consider Eastern Europe (chapters 5 and 7). Signifi cantly, our authors 
also examine transnational and translocal processes, including migration, citi-
zenship and human rights, and ethnic confl ict, all-too-human issues that call 
for alternative understandings of national borders (chapters 4, 8, and 9).
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Part I (City Walls) considers how throughout history city walls have served 
not only to protect from without but also to separate from within. Renaissance 
Venice was the fi rst city to segregate Jews into two ghettos, closed-in communi-
ties considered inner islands in the city. In the US the twentieth century’s trend 
toward spatial residential segregation, suburbanization, and ex-urbanization 
refl ects a similar drive that now is spreading globally: Cape Town, the Côte 
d’Azur, São Paolo. Particularly in these purifi ed, exclusive communities (now 
often gated, master-planned, and securitized), the physical markers of social 
segregation, including gates, walls, highways, blocks of buildings or natural 
features, and land use zoning restrictions, communicate widening income and 
social gaps. While our urban condition, then as now, has remained consistently 
dependent on multiple acts of inner walling, medieval perimeter walls have, 
of course, long since disappeared from the maps. In chapter 1, “Th e Dialectics 
of Urban Form in Absolutist France,” Yair Mintzker off ers a new reading of a 
key moment in modern urban history: the defortifi cation of European cities. 
He demonstrates that the Crown consciously aligned the loss of urban walls 
in seventeenth-century France with a renewed focus on exterior state borders. 
Th us a closing (refortifi cation) of the French state was the dialectical com-
panion piece of the opening (defortifi cation) of the French city; urban walls 
were transformed to—and in the emphasis on the glacis (embankment) had to 
some degree a transformative impact upon—the level of the nation-state. Th is 
change had an impact on selfhood as well as statehood: henceforth, one’s rights 
and identity came increasingly from the territorially defi ned state rather than 
the locality into which one was born. Yet as Benjamin K. Barber has noted, the 
newly refortifi ed modern nation-state gained new “vulnerabilities” and became 
“surrounded by frontiers that serve[d] the same purposes as the fallen walls of 
medieval towns.”40

Like Mintzker’s reading of the epistemic shift in urban fortifi cations in the 
seventeenth century, Olaf Briese argues that Berlin’s walled history is in fact far 
more extensive than the infamous Cold War Wall that divided the city. In chap-
ter 2, “Th e Camp in the City, the City as Camp: Berlin’s Other Guarded Walls,” 
he proposes a contextualized urban historical take on Giorgio Agamben’s link-
age of the camp and modernity. Drawing on Primo Levi, Agamben sees the 
camp everywhere. As Levi wrote, we are all in a sense walled in: “[W]e are all 
in the ghetto … the ghetto is walled in … outside the ghetto reign the lords of 
death, and … close by the train is waiting.”41 Briese’s focus here is threefold. 
First, he points to Berlin’s role as the capital city Germania and as capital of the 
camp cosmos, directing the Th ird Reich’s concentration camp universe both 
across Germany and in Central and Eastern Europe. Second, he reveals the 
city’s own concomitant de-formation as a leading “barracks” city of forced labor, 
participating fully in the Nazis’ production system of slave labor and death; 
containment walls were at the core of this universe’s design. His third focus 
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is on the often shameful, less well recognized continuities in location, design, 
and surveillance techniques between Berlin as a city of Nazi camp walls and its 
subsequent postwar re-formation as a center for refugee and prison camps both 
in the immediate postwar period and beyond into the Cold War.

Not all of Berlin’s walls have been imprisoning ones, preventing access to 
or obscuring attempts at knowledge about the other side. Some have been de-
signed with an opposite message, inviting public engagement and even pro-
voking refl ection on the nature of government and state legitimacy. In chapter 
3, “‘Th reshold Resistance’: Dani Karavan’s Berlin Installation Grundgesetz 49,” 
Eric Jarosinski proposes a critical interpretation of a glass wall designed by Is-
raeli artist Dani Karavan for the renewed German capital city. Celebrated in 
offi  cial and popular discourse as a symbol of postwar (West) Germany’s strong 
foundation as a liberal, democratic society, this wall elicits other, more ambigu-
ous readings of transparency. Similar to Mintzker’s analysis of the dialectics of 
defortifi cation at the beginning of the modern era, Jarosinski highlights how 
Karavan’s installation and its surroundings tend to undermine the offi  cially en-
couraged democratic transparency motif and point instead to methods of view-
ing more aligned with the consumerist “threshold” gaze of window shopping. 
Placed symbolically near the Reichstag in the government quarter at Spree 
River Bend (Spreebogen)—a new area marked by a growing number of na-
tion-based statements and memorials—the installation on nineteen glass slabs 
off ers a contemporary interpretation of and interaction with Germany’s Basic 
Law (the 1949 text inscribed upon the wall’s sections). Karavan has delivered 
here an ironically apt recrafting of a much earlier set of (stone) tablet inscrip-
tions, namely the law for the Jewish people received by Moses in Exodus 34. 
Because of these deviations from its intended representational function, Kara-
van’s wall is neither a block nor a hindrance to German memory and identity 
but a space of representation that invites critical refl ection. Insisting on how 
material walls are haunted by the past, Jarosinki shows that they can be highly 
imaginative representational tools in the practice of urban memory.

Other urban walls that both suture and mirror, bridge and separate, are pre-
sented in chapter 4 by Daniela Vicherat Mattar, “Did the Walls Really Come 
Down? Contemporary B/ordering Walls in Europe.” She reconsiders the im-
pact of the fall of the Berlin Wall in the context of recent European national 
strategies of containment toward unwanted urban pockets of religious strife or 
ethnic diff erence. Th e democratic project itself is put into question in today’s 
Europe, where certain groups of people are expected to disappear from the 
inner as well as outer urban map behind newly constructed barriers. Vicherat 
Mattar explores three examples of post-Wall European urban walls: a recent 
wall built to block off  a housing project of overcrowded immigrants in Padua, 
the encircling walls of the Spanish autonomous city of Ceuta that serve as part 
of the Schengenized EU’s anti-immigration external border with Morocco, 
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and the “Peace Lines” in Belfast that separate residential areas for Catholics and 
Protestants. Drawing upon Henk van Houtum, Olivier Kramsch, and Wolf-
gang Zierhofer’s concept of b/ordered spaces, she describes how these walls 
function as borders and political orders, while acknowledging how they may 
work against themselves as borderlands that sustain urban cohesion over frag-
mentation and occasionally even democratic and minority rights.42

Part II (Border Zones) addresses sociocultural transformations in three 
distinct border communities separated for decades as a result of the political 
divisions of the Cold War. Mapping these communities today reveals palimp-
sests, multiple historical layers (both Cold War and post-Cold War) that ob-
scure and erase geopolitical experiences but also reveal traces of past habits in 
the present. Muriel Blaive and Th omas Lindenberger’s coauthored chapter 5 
on “Border Guarding as Social Practice: A Case Study of Czech Communist 
Governance and Hidden Transcripts” narrows in on the Cold War frontier be-
tween the former Czechoslovakia and Austria, where a Soviet-inspired, forti-
fi ed border was constructed to stop hostile interventions from the other side. 
Designed as an impenetrable space in a permanent state of emergency, this 
section of the Iron Curtain between East and West was typifi ed in the town of 
České Velenice. Based on oral interviews conducted there in 2008, the authors 
reconstruct the impact of communist practices of border regimentation such 
as territorial administration, the militarization of everyday life, and the homog-
enization of the population. Th eir micro-historical approach yields insights 
that go beyond the conventional wisdom of fear and repression as the driving 
forces behind the inhabitants’ participation in border guarding and denuncia-
tion, revealing material advantage and patriotic convictions as equally powerful 
motivations. Moreover, the interviewees provide evidence for the layering ef-
fect of historical experience, concealing shame but also disclosing motivations. 
Blaive and Lindenberger demonstrate how the instrumentalization of history 
also creates spaces of representation, specifi cally in the appeal to anti-German 
feelings among the Czech residents in the border town that can be traced from 
the Beneš decrees of 1945 that led to the expulsion of the German residents, 
adapted by the communist regime through 1989, and still functional today in 
the Czech Republic.

David E. Barclay brings us back to Cold War Berlin as a space of represen-
tation, asking in chapter 6, “A ‘Complicated Contrivance’: West Berlin behind 
the Wall, 1971–1989,” why the separated, “outpost” life caused by the Wall had 
come to seem “normal” to West Berliners by the time it was ready to fall. Like 
Vicherat Mattar’s image of enclosed urban communities creating a sense of 
urban cohesion, Barclay provides a case study of insularity behind a protec-
tive wall. With twenty years’ hindsight and access to previously unavailable 
archive sources, he shows how the Four Power Agreement of 1971 and the 
accompanying inter-German agreements that recognized the sovereignty of 
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two German states marked a major caesura between the generational experi-
ence of those who experienced the “heroic” years of the Cold War stand-off  
along the inner-German border and those who became accustomed to West 
Berlin’s insularity in the wake of détente and Ostpolitik. As Barclay suggests, 
not only West Berliners but also the Western Allies themselves began to take 
for granted the Allied presence in the walled-in city of the 1970s and 1980s. Its 
increasingly hollowed-out demographic of young people and retirees with their 
diverse alternative cultures and subsidized provincialism mirrored, in an odd 
way, the growth of what has been called a niche culture (Nischengesellschaft) in 
East Germany, referring to the emergence of private spaces as protection from 
state surveillance and supervision. Barclay’s characterization of West Berlin’s 
artifi cial normalcy suggests a more general paradigm for assessing the last two 
decades of Cold War division and its legacy in the post-communist era.

Steffi   Marung’s essay shifts attention to the eastern border of post-com-
munist Europe as a historically infl ected representational space. In chapter 7, 
“Moving Borders and Competing Civilizing Missions: Germany, Poland, and 
Ukraine in the Context of the EU’s Eastern Enlargement,” she takes as the 
point of departure Poland’s pivotal position between Germany and Ukraine. 
Poland’s historical and often traumatic experience with shifting borders, as well 
as its long-standing tradition as both subject and object of “civilizational” dis-
course, helped to shape the new border regimes on the EU’s eastern fringe. In 
particular Marung considers two key moments: Poland’s exclusion from the 
EU following the collapse of the communist states, and the development of an 
“Eastern Policy” toward Ukraine on Poland’s part after its accession to the EU 
in 2004. Recognizing the unusual pace and unpredictability of changes in the 
continent’s political and symbolic order, she attends to the spatial hierarchies 
of social self-description in Poland’s public discourse and foreign policy initia-
tives, showing how the telos of the nation and normative coherence gave way to 
new patterns of affi  liation and membership. Just as Blaive and Lindenberger’s 
conclusions about personal identifi cation and motivation vis-à-vis a repressive 
regime relate micro- to macro-historical issues, Marung too confi rms how lo-
cal, regional, national, and transnational practices come into play as strategic 
and constantly renegotiable modes of self-defi nition.

Part III (Migrating Boundaries) moves from the spatial and cultural prac-
tices located on the East-West divide to examine how communities negotiate 
the boundaries of established Western European democracies in the wake of 
transborder processes such as racism, migration, and diaspora. Each contribu-
tor explores larger questions of belonging and citizenship, negotiated Other-
ness, and tactics of surviving exclusion and violence. Whereas new theories 
of multiculturalism and citizenship have facilitated a better understanding of 
these realities of globalization and boundary crossings, governments and resi-
dents of receiving countries have responded to their migrants with heightened 
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surveillance and diff erentiated expectations of citizenship in an age of “the 
war on terrorism.” Th e chapters in this section off er historical comparisons 
to recent anti-immigrant declarations by European leaders, showing conti-
nuity with the ways that populist, xenophobic anxiety adapts metaphors of 
violence during a period of economic uncertainty. 

In chapter 8, “Migrants, Mosques, and Minarets: Reworking the Bound-
aries of Liberal Democracy in Switzerland and Germany,” Patricia Ehrkamp 
examines expressions of Islamophobia in recent debates about immigration, 
citizenship, and democratic participation in Western Europe. Echoing the 
“civilizational” discourse Marung identifi es as underpinning the policy formu-
lations on the EU’s eastern fringe, Ehrkamp points to examples of Othering 
(Muslims) in Switzerland and Germany—voter support of bans on minarets, 
debates about German Leitkultur (“guiding” culture), anti-Islamic citizens’ ini-
tiatives, and resistance to the construction of prestigious mosques—that pro-
vide insights into the real-world problems with assimilationist expectations 
for migrants. In so doing, she raises key questions about the construction of 
democratic political subjectivities in immigrant-receiving societies. In contrast 
to the traditional assumption that immigrants should integrate into the host 
culture and belief systems, most migrants today maintain transnational ties 
across political borders. For Ehrkamp, when secularism becomes a means to 
govern diff erence or when democratic values such as tolerance and equality are 
used to justify exclusion, prejudices about the “acceptability” of newcomers also 
aff ect longer-term residents. Rereading claims to secularism and democratic 
values in the context of debates about immigration thus interrogates the very 
meaning of belonging to a polity: citizens’ basic rights, freedoms, and responsi-
bilities. Assimilationist demands and expectations of secularism in the name of 
democracy reveal assumptions about community homogeneity underlying the 
self-understanding of democratic participation. Th e author calls for a rethink-
ing of liberal democracy from a representation of space that naturalizes state 
borders to a space of representation that both is “emergent and emerging” and 
includes symbolic and lived boundary crossings of transnational immigration 
and cultural diff erence.

While Blaive and Lindenberger reference anti-German sentiment as a crucial 
component of the spatial imaginary of the Czech-Austrian border since 1945, 
in chapter 9 Isa Blumi focuses on the invisibility that West German policy 
makers assigned to Kosovar Albanian men from the 1960s to the present as a 
paradigm of managing migrant labor for the postwar economic recovery. Th eir 
blanket (mis)classifi cation as “Turks,” “Greeks,” or “Yugoslavs” had negative ef-
fects for migrant families, their children, and the larger society. In “Not Our 
Kind: Generational Barriers Dividing Postwar Albanian Migrant Communi-
ties,” Blumi examines how a bureaucratic migrant classifi cation system created 
a “secondary boundary” of Cold War division, a process of marginalization that 
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is still producing social and spatial distances between Self and Other, West and 
East. By imposing a singular label, such as “Yugoslav,” onto a range of migrants 
as diverse as the Albanians, Alevis, and Kurds who were fl eeing state and social 
persecution within their own supposed home countries, individuals were de-
fi ned as an ethnically and culturally homogenous group upon their arrival and 
were hence never legally recognized in their diff erence. Migrants who arrived in 
Europe from a transit country, such as Turkey, were labeled “Turks” because the 
country of last departure was assumed to be the “country of origin.” 

Not only did the classifi cation system conceal the domestic agendas of some 
sending countries, including ethno-national strategies of homogenization 
within their own political boundaries, but upon arrival in the host society this 
rather arbitrary label also sustained hierarchies of exclusion, empowering some 
migrants while marginalizing and victimizing others. Based on informal inter-
views, Blumi examines some of the distancing eff ects this secondary boundary 
had on multiple generations of immigrants and host-society citizens living in 
German cities, including problems with illegitimate “ethnic community” spokes-
persons, unintended consequences of zoning restrictions for heterogeneous 
and sometimes adversarial ethnic enclaves, and the social pathologies resulting 
from forced ethnic mis-identities. Many of his interview partners blamed their 
“host” neighbors, coworkers, policemen, and classmates for their individual and 
collective traumas. Blumi insists that future migration studies must take into 
account these defi ning boundaries among and between immigrant groups.

Chapter 10 adds a diff erent dimension of migrant invisibility and voiceless-
ness to Blumi’s example of faulty classifi cation in the preceding chapter. Jef-
frey Jurgens’s “Invisible Migrants: Memory and German Nationhood in the 
Shadow of the Berlin Wall” focuses on Turkish immigrants whose presence has 
remained largely hidden in narratives about Berlin’s division and subsequent 
reunifi cation. Turkish migrants—the object of West Germany’s most extensive 
labor recruitment eff orts—lived in disproportionate numbers in the traditional 
working-class districts that abutted the western face of the Berlin Wall, and 
thus in contrast to many non-immigrant West Berliners who tended to for-
get about the Wall in their insularity, as Barclay describes in chapter 6, these 
residents were confronted on a daily basis with its reality. In a case study of a 
fi ve-year-old Turkish boy who in 1975 drowned in the canal separating East 
and West in Berlin’s Kreuzberg district, Jurgens considers the public reactions 
to the event at the time, which quickly elevated the local tragedy to the level of 
a Cold War ideological struggle defi ning border sovereignty. Symptomatic of 
the discourse of Wall victims and related commemorative practices since unifi -
cation, the invisible victim without a voice in Jurgens’s ethnographic presenta-
tion speaks more generally of the marginalized minority voices in the dominant 
culture’s postwar practice of constructing national memories, suggesting that a 
fuller retrieval of these stories is a process that has yet to be realized.
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One such minority voice makes itself heard in chapter 11, “Crossing Bound-
aries in Cyprus: Landscapes of Memory in the Demilitarized Zone,” in which 
artist and migrant-refugee Gülgün Kayim exposes the cultural practice of 
repressing experiences of violence, war, and migration that she inherited as a 
second-generation Turkish Cypriot growing up in London. She thus personal-
izes the b/ordered space concept discussed by Vicherat Mattar in chapter 4. 
Asking what happens to the subjectivity of someone dislocated by migration 
and having connections only to an offi  cially maintained no-man’s-land, Kayim 
formulates a rather diff erent kind of response than the memories of Blaive and 
Lindenberger’s interviewees about the Czech fortifi ed border. Our volume 
closes with her deeply personal journey, which refl ects upon the use of perfor-
mance art as a strategy of survival. Since art is the artist’s home, she shares her 
transgressing of those “secondary boundaries” of Cold War division, including 
her search for belonging. Kayim describes the diffi  culties of inheriting divided 
national histories of violence, learning about one’s family through others’ stories 
and photographs (or post-memories), and struggling with nostalgic yearnings 
for a lost ancestral home. She layers and juxtaposes stories, sounds, objects, 
and scenes from others’ plays to create a performance vocabulary that com-
municates the challenge of narrating family trauma a generation and country 
removed. Indeed, her plays are also installations: located in abandoned indus-
trial buildings at historic sites in foreign countries, these places as theater sets 
become symbolic spaces of representation that invite the viewer to consider the 
legacy of trauma related to the complicity of war and violence. Returning home, 
moving across the lines of the demilitarized zone as she prepares her current 
work in progress, Kayim ends on an optimistic note that resonates with all the 
contributions in this volume: ruptures and breaks can lead to new and diff erent 
ways of thinking about boundaries in the future.

Writing across the Lines

Th e myriad topographical, material, and conceptual contexts of walls, bor-
ders, and boundaries that the essays here elaborate suggest the rich fusions 
and frictions of the now-burgeoning fi eld of border studies.43 Border studies 
fi rst emerged in the 1970s and 1980s through postmodern and postcolonial 
interrogations in historical and cultural studies and artistic practice, resulting 
in groundbreaking work since then at and beyond the US-Mexican-Native 
American borderlands.44 Th e “spatial turn” in the social sciences and humani-
ties ushered in similar interventions and new models of scholarly inquiry in 
which border theory played a formative role.45 With the radical, post-Iron Cur-
tain shifts in European national boundaries in the 1990s, the closed territory 
of the nation-state is increasingly being put into question.46 Newly opened 
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archives have resulted in historical and historiographical studies of borders and 
boundaries, and ethnographic micro-histories have undone myths about Cold 
War border communities.47 Infl uenced by the epistemic break of the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, border topics have also emerged as a dominant trope in contempo-
rary German literature and fi lm.48 Border research in European cultural studies 
increasingly focuses on the shifts in European identity.49 A major focus of bor-
der studies is advocacy of new opportunities for migrant communities.50

Yet inevitably—and intriguingly—even in a volume such as ours, we sense 
how disciplinary training still holds fi rm and helps shape arguments. Th e es-
says presented here bear these traces of the authors’ disciplinary biases and 
habits, even as we strove in this introduction to write “across the lines” that 
separate us, seeking words and concepts that help frame the volume, ground 
productive communication, and preserve intellectual rigor. Our editing enter-
prise confi rmed that a shift in focus to peripheral zones certainly has implica-
tions for our knowledge culture, because they mark spaces of vulnerability and 
interdependence that generate contact and encounters. Indeed, the risk at the 
project’s outset was the chain of unpredictable access to the unfamiliar; the 
gain was to discover unexpected connections, breaking down precisely those 
barriers that motivated our critical engagement from the outset. Th e scholars 
in this volume may use diff erent approaches, yet they encounter overlapping 
issues, terminology, and perspectives in their research. Readers will notice that 
while we and our contributors employ our respective but diff erent vocabularies 
and expectations as defi ned by our disciplines, we have also sought to iden-
tify key patterns of design and behavior across the disciplines and in response 
to bordered spaces that extend through diff erent historical and geographical 
contexts.

Taken together, therefore, we hope that the essays of this volume will cross 
existing (disciplinary) lines to chart the new territory of transdisciplinary bor-
der studies. At the same time we aim to engage a twofold dialogue, among the 
essays and with our readers, whom we challenge to become active participants. 
We invite our readers to reconsider, with the help of these essays, how borders 
are invested with meaning and by whom; the political inevitability, psychologi-
cal necessity, and creative challenges of such spaces and places; and alternative 
mappings of the frailties of the human de- and re-territorializing imagination.
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